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Chemical 
industry 
scores a 
big win

WASHINGTON — The Trump 
administration, after heavy lob-
bying by the chemical industry, 
is scaling back the way the fed-
eral government determines 
health and safety risks associ-
ated with the most dangerous 
chemicals on the market, docu-
ments from the Environmental 
Protection Agency show.

Under a law passed by Con-
gress during the final year of  
the Obama administration, the 
EPA was required for the first 
time to evaluate hundreds of  po-
tentially toxic chemicals and de-
termine if  they should face new 
restrictions, or even be removed 
from the market. The chemicals 
include many in everyday use, 
such as dry-cleaning solvents, 
paint strippers and substances 
used in health and beauty prod-
ucts like shampoos and cosmet-
ics.

But as it moves forward 
reviewing the first batch of   
10 chemicals, the EPA has in 
most cases decided to exclude 
from its calculations any poten-
tial exposure caused by the sub-

EPA » Agency to stop 
probing impact of toxins 
on air, ground, water
By ERIC LIPTON
NEW YORK TIMES
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Suicide rates rise sharply across the United States
Suicide rates rose in all but one 

state between 1999 and 2016, with in-
creases seen across age, gender, race 
and ethnicity, according to a report 
released Thursday by the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention. 
In more than half  of  all deaths in 27 

states, the people had no known men-
tal health condition when they ended 
their lives.

In North Dakota, the rate jumped 
more than 57 percent. In the most 
recent period studied (2014 to 2016), 
the rate was highest in Montana, at 
29.2 per 100,000 residents, compared 
with the national average of  13.4 per 
100,000.

Only Nevada recorded a decline — 
of  1 percent — for the overall period, 
although its rate remained higher 
than the national average.

Increasingly, suicide is being 
viewed not only as a mental health 
problem but a public health one. 
Nearly 45,000 suicides occurred in 
the United States in 2016 — more 
than twice the number of  homicides 

— making it the 10th-leading cause 
of  death. Among people ages 15 to 34, 
suicide is the second-leading cause of  
death.

The most common method used 
across all groups was firearms.

“The data are disturbing,” said 
Anne Schuchat, the CDC’s principal 

By AMY ELLIS NUTT
WASHINGTON POST
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Experts 
say CDC  
findings 
translate 
to public 
health 
problem

PG&E may try to shift fire liability

As Pacific Gas & Electric Co. braces for 
the possibility that its power lines will be 
named by investigators as the cause of  
the North Bay wildfires, the utility’s le-
gal strategy appears to involve trying to 

spread the blame for billions of  dollars in 
fire losses on local governments. 

The San Francisco utility company has 
filed claims with Sonoma County, the city 
of  Santa Rosa and other agencies saying 
that if  PG&E is found liable for the fires, 
then those governments may share re-
sponsibility because of  the “inadequacy” 
of  the local fire response and prepara-
tions. 

The company says filing the claims 
was merely a way to preserve its rights, 
and not an indication that it will actual-

ly point the finger at firefighters, urban 
planners and water managers for failing 
to stop the wildfires, which killed 24 peo-
ple and destroyed nearly 5,300 homes in 
Sonoma County. 

Nevertheless, the filings raise the pros-
pect the investor-owned utility will do 
just that if  boxed into a legal corner. 

“From a legal perspective, what their 
claim says is ‘if  we are held liable, you 
share in some of  that liability,’ ” Santa 
Rosa City Attorney Sue Gallagher said. 

The claim was filed in Santa Rosa in 

April, but got its first airing in closed ses-
sion before the City Council this week. 
Sonoma County has already filed a law-
suit against PG&E for damages related to 
the fires, and the city, which has hired the 
same law firm, is preparing to follow suit, 
Gallagher said. 

In its claim, PG&E asserts that the city 
may share liability for the fire damages 
for several reasons, including the “inad-
equacy” of  its “urban planning and prop-

Utility files claims with local 
governments to share the 
blame if they are found at fault
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT 
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Steven Beck moves wooden pallets Thursday at Sonoma Pacific Co. near Sonoma. A fire Tuesday prompted the evacuation of area neighborhoods.

An unfortunate reality
SCHELLVILLE » With 3 fires in 11 years at wooden pallet factory,  
Sonoma Pacific places emphasis on reducing risks and limiting damage

Sonoma Pacific Co. has learned a thing or 
two about fire.

The company’s wooden pallet factory in 
Schellville has been struck by three fires in 11 
years. The most recent broke out Tuesday after-
noon, when a three-alarm blaze destroyed stacks 
upon stacks of  pallets and mounds of  mulch in 
an outdoor storage area, prompting a mandatory 
evacuation of  nearby neighborhoods.

Each fire has been unique. A 2007 fire was 
caused by a lumber treatment device that 
malfunctioned, said facilities manager Rob 
Mortensen. A much larger 2013 blaze was 

touched off by a tow truck driving down an ad-
jacent road, where sparks from a chain dragged 
behind the truck set fire to grass outside the 
plant.

“What we learned from the last one has had 
a great impact,” said Mortensen, who has been 
with Sonoma Pacific for nearly six years. 

Investigators believe they know where 
Tuesday’s fire started inside the Fremont Drive 
company. They have ruled out electrical causes, 
but have not determined what exactly sparked 
the blaze. A final report is due early next week.

“It definitely started inside the yard,” said 
Schell-Vista Fire Chief  Ray Mulas. “It’s looking 

By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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“It’s a difficult 
operation. You’ve 
got all that wood 
… and things 
get old. You just 
have inventory 
sitting there.”
RAY MULAS, Schell-Vista fire 
chief, on the risk of fire that a 
lumber-centric business faces
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